September 1, 2022

The Honorable Lloyd J. Austin III
Secretary of Defense
Department of Defense

Via e-mail: ExecSecMA2@sd.mil

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Thank you in advance for your time. I’m writing on behalf of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals U.S.—PETA entities have more than 9 million members and supporters globally. Based on the information presented below and enclosed, we urge you to end the U.S. Navy’s support of horrific decompression sickness/illness (DCS/DCI) and oxygen toxicity tests on animals that have already been abandoned by many of our allied navies. The U.S. Navy had previously ended its funding of such experiments on animals at the University of Wisconsin–Madison after a PETA campaign.1

During one of these recent tests involving U.S. Navy experimenters at Walter Reed National Military Medical Center in Bethesda, Maryland; Naval Medical Center San Diego; and Naval Medical Research Center in Silver Spring, Maryland, sheep were locked in high-pressure chambers and exposed to significant atmospheric pressure equivalent to what a diver would experience at 257 feet below sea level—and left in that state for 31 minutes. The animals were then forced to decompress, which caused them to endure “severe DCS,” crippling “joint pains,” “bloating” treated by stomach “puncture,” and “cardiovascular collapse” or “spinal cord injury,” causing “distress or paralysis” and frequently resulting in death.2 This cumulative reaction is commonly referred to as getting “the bends,” in which bubbles of nitrogen gas form in the blood, muscles, and organs, including the brain. The sheep were then injected with a substance of interest, before being killed and dissected.

On June 8, we submitted the enclosed letter, cosigned by retired Rear Admiral Marion J. Balsam, to U.S. Secretary of the Navy Carlos Del Toro urging him to ban such tests. Given that he hasn’t replied, we ask that you intervene to address this important matter.

You can e-mail me at ShriyaS@peta.org. Thank you for your consideration of this issue. I look forward to your reply.

---


Sincerely yours,

Shriya Swaminathan
Science Policy Advisor
International Laboratory Methods Division
Laboratory Investigations Department

cc: The Honorable Carlos Del Toro, Secretary of the Navy, c/o Molly Papermaster, Special Assistant (molly.papermaster@navy.mil)

The Honorable Erik K. Raven, Under Secretary of the Navy (erik.raven@navy.mil)

Capt. Jereal Dorsey, Spokesperson, Office of the Secretary of the Navy (jereal.e.dorsey.mil@us.navy.mil)

DoD Office of HSD Animal Protections Programs (osd.re.rt.cto@mail.mil)

The Honorable Heidi Shyu, Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (Heidi.Shyu.civ@mail.mil; osd.pentagon.ousd-re.mbx.communications@mail.mil)

Kevin Doxey, Executive Director, Defense Science Board (kevin.a.doxey.civ@mail.mil)

Enclosure
June 8, 2022, Letter to the Honorable Carlos Del Toro
June 8, 2022

The Honorable Carlos Del Toro
Secretary of the Navy
c/o Molly Papermaster, Special Assistant

Via e-mail: molly.papermaster@navy.mil

Dear Secretary Del Toro:

Thank you in advance for your time. I’m writing to you on behalf of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals U.S.—PETA entities have more than 9 million members and supporters worldwide—and retired Rear Admiral Marion Balsam regarding the U.S. Navy’s support of excruciating decompression sickness/illness (DCS/DCI) tests on animals that have already been abandoned by many of our allies. Although the Navy ended funding for these tests at the University of Wisconsin (UW)—Madison following a 2010 PETA exposé, the agency later resumed its support. Based on the information below, we urge the Navy to stop conducting and funding DCS/DCI and undersea oxygen toxicity experiments using animals.

Navy Conducts and Funds Cruel DCS/DCI and Oxygen Toxicity Tests on Animals

The Navy has recently funded and conducted painful and often deadly DCS/DCI and oxygen toxicity experiments on animals, both through grants to other institutions and by its own staff. These experiments include the following:

- Experimenters exposed sheep to nearly eight atmospheres of pressure in hyperbaric chambers for 30 minutes, then forced them to decompress—during which time they likely endured DCS/DCI-related crippling joint pain, seizures, nausea, paralysis, vomiting, burning, and deep chest pain—and injected them with a substance of interest, before killing and dissecting them.¹
- Experimenters decapitated rats and exposed parts of their brain tissue to high oxygen concentration and pressure.²
- Experimenters injected mice with a substance of interest, exposed them to nearly eight atmospheres of pressure in hyperbaric chambers for two hours, and then forced them to decompress for two hours before killing and dissecting them.³

• Experimenters implanted radio transmitter modules into the brains of rats, inserted and sutured electrodes in their torsos, exposed them to five atmospheres of pressure in hyperbaric chambers until the onset of seizures, then likely killed them, although their ultimate fate is undescribed.4

Furthermore, it appears that these Navy-funded DCS/DCI and/or oxygen toxicity experiments on animals are continuing:

• UW–Madison’s Marlowe Eldridge lists as a “major area of interest” of his lab “the development of protective decompression strategies following saturation dives using a sheep model.”5 A 2020–2022 grant from Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) titled, “Determining DISSUB Survival Rates of 90 kg Sheep Rescued Using SRDRS Standard Operating Procedures,” is listed under “Current Grant Support” on his lab’s website.6

• On October 1, 2021, the Office of Naval Research (ONR) Contract and Grants Awards Management Division published a Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) for Navy and Marine Corps Science and Technology whose deadline is September 30, 20227. One of the “technology areas” that ONR currently pursues is undersea medicine and performance, which includes the following:

  o Basic research to understand the pathology and etiology of decompression illnesses (DCI, i.e., decompression sickness and arterial/venous gas embolism), hyperbaric oxygen toxicity and/or nitrogen narcosis
  o Basic research to understand the cognitive impacts and individual responses of the various exposures in the undersea environment
  o Applied research investigating the efficacy of nonrecompressive prevention and treatment of DCI
  o Applied research investigating prophylactic counter-measures for oxygen toxicity
  o Applied research for thermal modeling and novel protective measures against cold water exposures8

Based on a 2019 ONR/NAVSEA report that confirmed a NAVSEA-sponsored DCS experiment involving sheep,9 it appears that animals may continue to be involved in the Navy’s applied and/or basic experiments investigating DCS/DCI and/or undersea oxygen toxicity described in the aforementioned BAA published on October 1, 2021.

---

Navy Pulled, But Later Resumed, Funding of DCS Experiments on Sheep at UW–Madison

You may know that in 2010, PETA and Alliance for Animals—a group based in Madison, Wisconsin—jointly petitioned for prosecution after a district attorney ignored his own findings that UW–Madison had violated state law by using decompression to kill sheep in Navy-funded experiments. After reviewing our petition, Circuit Court Judge Amy Smith decided that animal experimenters are no above the law, determining “that probable cause exists to conclude that certain named individuals … violated [a state law prohibiting the use of decompression to kill animals], either directly or as party to a crime.” In her 24-page decision, Judge Smith also wrote, “[T]he University has apparently engaged in behavior resulting in the above-described animal deaths for years” and noted that “it may well continue to decompress animals to death contrary to law, unless I take action.” Judge Smith appointed a special prosecutor, who wrote in his report, “There is no doubt that the animal suffers during the period from leaving the chamber until the ultimate injection to euthanize the animal,” and concluded that, “the Petitioners’ actions have brought into question the necessity of the continuation of the decompression research. The Department of the Navy has pulled its grant and the research using the sheep has stopped.”

However, after UW–Madison subsequently persuaded the state legislature to exempt experimenters from state cruelty-to-animals statute, and given the evidence described above, it appears that the Navy has resumed conducting and funding such experiments on animals—even after having pulled its 2010 grant to UW–Madison for DCS/DCI experiments on sheep in 2010.

Navy’s DCS/DCI Experiments on Animals Are Out of Step With International Standards

Both the British and French navies have already ended their respective DCS animal-testing programs. In 2008, then–U.K. Parliamentary Under Secretary of State at the Ministry of Defence Derek Twigg wrote to the British Parliament, stating, “The Ministry of Defence (MOD) has today announced the end of its immediate requirement for testing on live goats as part of its hyperbaric research in support of the MOD’s Submarine Escape Rescue and Abandonment System (SMERAS).” He described the findings motivating this decision:

> The testing programme was aimed at improving the accuracy of the information relating to the likely probability and consequence of decompression illness following escape from a submerged submarine in varying depths and internal submarine pressures. This requirement has now been achieved, and the review has concluded that the remaining

---


11Ibid.


associated areas of uncertainty in submarine escape and rescue relate to events that are considered highly unlikely, and do not therefore need to be addressed by means of animal testing. The MOD has endorsed these recommendations and as a result, it has no immediate need to continue animal testing of this type.\textsuperscript{16}

**Data From DCS Experiments on Animals Do Not Accurately Translate to Humans**

In his May 12, 2010, reply to PETA’s March 30, 2010, complaint to then-Navy Secretary Ray Mabus, then-Director of the Navy Medical Research and Development Center W.W. Cheatham, M.D., admitted, “The impact of physiological differences between species with regard to disease processes, to include diving related issues, is well recognized throughout the medical research community.”\textsuperscript{17} Yet Cheatham then went on to disregard his own acknowledgment of poor cross-species data translation and emphasize the purported need for continued experiments on animals.

Numerous experts have noted the inherent limitations of using animals to predict the effects of DCS/DCI in humans. Diving expert John Lippmann has stated, “The problem with these animal experiments is that no animal model can replicate what happens in a human.”\textsuperscript{18} The Naval Medical Research Center (NMRC) itself has stated, “[A]nimal DCS in many cases is more severe than that in humans and, therefore, appears ‘different’ from the average human case. … Among species, there certainly are differences in tolerance to decompression, with relative susceptibility to DCS tending to increase with species size. … These observations suggest that response differences among species to the insult of decompression may reflect a combination of factors, including differences in gas exchange and tolerance to excess gas in the body.”\textsuperscript{19}

**Superior Non-Animal DCS Research Methods Are Widely Available**

The National Hispanic Medical Association (NHMA), representing the interests of 50,000 licensed Hispanic physicians in the U.S., adopted a new position statement earlier this year in support of PETA’s Research Modernization Deal\textsuperscript{20}:

> The NHMA strongly supports PETA’s “Research Modernization Deal.” Animals used in laboratory experiments are biologically, physiologically, and anatomically different from human beings, making animal testing a suboptimal and highly error-prone endeavor that costs billions of taxpayer dollars each year while failing more than 90 percent of the time to deliver safe and effective treatments for patients. The need for better medical therapies is urgently increasing, and the solution starts with modernizing the research pipeline. … Everyone will benefit from replacing animal experiments with more effective human-based medical research, and

\textsuperscript{16}Ibid.
PETA’s plan provides a guide for how to achieve this important transition.\textsuperscript{21}

Thankfully, modern, non-animal technology is available for studying DCS/DCI based on human tissue and data obtained from human divers.\textsuperscript{22,23,24} For example, \textit{in vitro} studies of human endothelial cells—which led to and were later confirmed by human trials—have provided researchers with evidence in simulated diving conditions of nitric oxide dynamics, a chemical compound that can protect against bubble formation.\textsuperscript{25,26,27} Reanalysis of existing human diver data has led to improved models that may be better able to predict DCS/DCI symptoms and risk factors.\textsuperscript{28,29} Meanwhile, machine-learning techniques may aid in the prediction of symptoms such as seizures during hyperbaric oxygen therapy.\textsuperscript{30} Modeling can also improve the performance of dive computers to better equip divers in avoiding DCS/DCI,\textsuperscript{31} and laboratory studies using human subjects are yielding novel data.\textsuperscript{32,33}

\textbf{Request for Action}

Secretary Del Toro, in view of these facts, we respectfully urge the Navy to take immediate action to discontinue conducting and funding these agonizing—and often deadly—DCS/DCI and oxygen toxicity experiments on animals.

You can contact me directly at \texttt{SamuelP@peta.org}. Thank you for your consideration of this important and urgent matter.
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Sincerely yours,

Samuel Pons
Research Associate
International Laboratory Methods
Laboratory Investigations Department

Marion J. Balsam, M.D.
Rear Admiral, Medical Corps, U.S. Navy (Ret.)
Former Commander, Naval Medical Center Portsmouth
Former Chief of Pediatrics, Naval Medical Center Bethesda
Bethesda, Maryland

cc: The Honorable Erik K. Raven, Under Secretary of the Navy (erik.raven@navy.mil)
    Capt. Jereal Dorsey, Spokesperson, Office of the Secretary of the Navy (jereal.e.dorsey.mil@us.navy.mil)